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ABSTRACT

Computer graphics systemsthat provide interactivedisplay and
manipulationof three-dimensionaldata are powerful tools for the analysis and
communicationof 'technicalinformationrequired for characterizationand
design of a geologic repository for nuclearwaste. Greater understandingof
site performanceand repositorydesign informationis possiblewhen
performance-assessmentmodeling resultscan be visually analyzed in relation
to site geologic and hydrologic informationand engineeringdata for surface
and subsurfacefacilities. In turn, this enhanced visualizationcapability
provides better communicationbetweentechnicalstaff and programmanagement
with respectto analysis of availableinformationand prioritizationof
program planning.

A commercially-availablecomputer systemwas used to demonstratesome of
the currenttechnologyfor three-dimensionalvisualizationwithin the
architectureof informationsystems for nuclearwaste management. This
computer systemwas used to interactivelyvisualize and analyzethe
informationfor two examples" I) site-characterizationand engineeringdata
for a potentialgeologic repositoryat Yucca Mountain, Nevada; and 2) three-
dimensionalsimulationsof a hypotheticalrelease and transportof
contaminantsfrom a source of rac1ionuclidesto the vadose zone. Users may
assess the three-dimensionaldistributionof data and modeling resultsby

- interactive zooming, rotating, slicing, and peeling operations. For those
parts of the database where information is sparse or not available, the
software incorporates models for the interpolation and extrapolation of data
over the three-dimensional space of interest.

_

INTRODUCTION

Three-dimensional visualization technology represents a significant
breakthrough in the analysis, integration, and communication of technical
information. While a multitude of computer technologies have been developed
to model, assess, and simulate highly complex phenomena, these results
contribute to the success of a technical program only to the degree to whichz

they can be communicated. The application often depends upon a fixed system



definitionthat explores optionalconfigurations,system constraints,
functionsand sequenceswhich are then permutedand assessedwith respectto
performance,cost, schedules,and efficiency. Technical staff categorizeand
simplifythe results to enhance their own understandingand to presenttheir
findingsto managementfor review and prioritization. Increasingly,this
communicationrelies on graphics and visualization{e.g., see Watson et al.
[I]}.

Our paper describes the application of visualization technology within
the architecture of information systems for nuclear waste management. The
nuclear waste disposal system includes the sources of nuclear waste such as
utilities or hospitals; waste-packaging ccnsiderations; transportation links
to temporary storage; and finally transportation to and permanent storage in a
geologic repository or burial site. These complex components are
interdependent and require a vast amount of information. The topographic,
geologic, hydrologic, and geochemical data for a candidate disposal site must
be integrated with engineering data for packaging, transit, and storage of the
waste. And, as in all real world problems, the most natural framework for
this representation is a three-dimensional structure; however, the structure
must be manipulable through time. I _ must I) provide access to the data and
simulation results, 2) document the integrity and quality of the data, and
3) allow for continual refinement of data and simulations.

OBJECTIVE

The Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM)in the U.S.
Department of Energy (USDOE) and its contractors are planning and conducting
site-characterization, engineering, and performance-assessment studies of the
Yucca Mountain site in Nevada, as a potential geologic repository for high-
level nuclear waste [2,3]. Site-characterization efforts are scheduled for
the next several years to examine its suitability.

Two-dimensional graphics have previously been employed to integrate
results from computer simulations of processes, such as hydrologic flow and
contaminant transport, and design parameters for the proposed repository and
surface-support facilities. However, this representation requires the
generation of a suite of two-dimensional images built on a subjective set of
parameters and results to adequately represent the input data and modeling
output. Therefore, a method was sought that could couple directly to the
output of simulation models, as well as manipulate and examine images in real
time. Technical concerns considered during this assessment included:

• the capacity of current technology to meet visualization needs,
• the ease of importing site information and computer-modeling results

into the software package for visualization,
• the extent of real-time graphic manipulations available to analyze

- the information,
• the simultaneous inspection of three-dimensional scenes and data

documentation, and
• the management of information for those portions of the three-

dimensional database having incomplete data.
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An assessment of computer work stations consisting of commercially-
available, graphics hardware and software was conducted using two examples of
technical info,,,,ation typical for the OCRWM'sGeologic Repository Program.

COMPUTERSOFTWARE AND HARDWARE

The InteractiveVolume Modeling®(IVM®)(')software [4,5,6]by Dynamic
Graphics,Inc. providescapabilitiesfor input,volume modeling,analysis,and
display of propertiesthat vary continuouslyin three-dimensionalspace. A
complementarypackage, InteractiveSurface Modeling®(ISM®),also by Dynamic
Graphics, Inc., providescapabilitiesfor data capture (includingdigitizing),
surfacemodeling and analysis,and map generation. The demonstrationwork was
conductedon Silicon Graphics,Inc.® (SGI®),(b)Personal IRIS_ 4D/25TGwith a
20-MHz processorand 760-Mbdisk, and an IRIS® 4D/210GTXBwith a 25-MHz
processorand 780-Mb disk. Both computer work stationsused the SGI®-modified
version of the UNIX®(C)operating system. Each system included 32-Mb of main
memory, a standard data cartridge tape unit, a floating point co-processor,
and a separate geometry processor for improved graphics performance.

Images are processed for interactive, three-dimensional viewing within a
few minutes and can be stored for viewing at a later time using 5 to 40 Mb of
disk. Users assess the three-dimensional distribution of both data and
modeling results by interactively zooming, rotating, slicing, and peeling the
visualizations. They can also print a static image or "snapshot" of the
screen on a color printer or capture the image with video recording equipment.
The figures in this paper and the poster session were created by dumping
screen images to a color thermal wax printer with a resolution of 300 dots per
inch. Photographs of the thermal wax pictures were then made for display and
reproduction.

Site-characterization data are often sparse. Someregions may be
inaccessible, while in others good test results produce few data points. The
software used for this demonstration includes models for interpolation and
extrapolation of information over the three-dimensional space of analysis,
while preserving the location and density of the original data for later
evaluation. The IVM®modeling procedure calculates a three-dimensional

(a) The use of trade names is for descriptive purposes only and does not imply
endorsement by the U.S. Department of Energy or Pacific Northwest
Laboratory.

Interactive Volume Modeling, IVM, Interactive Surface Modeling, and ISM
are registered trademarks of Dynamic Graphics, Inc. This software is
described in Dynamic Graphics technical support literature. D.R. Smith
or K. Waldo, Dynamic Graphics, Inc., can be contacted for information.

(b) Personal IRIS, IRIS, and Silicon Graphics are registered trademarks of
Silicon Graphics, Inc.

(c) UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T-IS.
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representationof property values using a variationof a minimum tension
surface algorithm[7]. The grid can be calculated i) throughoutthe volume
defined by the input data, 2) in a volume restrictedby previouslydefined
surfaces in dimensionsx and y, or 3)in a volume boundedin dimensions x, y,
and z by previouslycalculated faultedor unfaultedtwo-dimensionalstructural
surfaces.

Data values can be retrievedfrom the database for any user-selected
x,y,z coordinatefrom the three-dimensionalmodel, and displayedat the
associatedpoint on the screen. The user may assign documentationinformation
to any x,y,z point of data, and view and modify this informationas part of
the data retrievalprocess.

EXAMPLE 1: SITE-CHARACTERIZATIONAND DESIGN INFORMATIONFOR A GEOLOGIC
REPOSITORYFOR NUCLEARWASTE

Imaqe Construction

The topographic,geologic,geochemical,and hydrologiccharacteristics
of a site being characterizedare major factorsthat impose constraintson the
location and configurationof a potentialrepository and the design and
distributionof the emplacementof nuclear-wastepackages. A three-
dimensionalcomputer image model of the candidaterepositorysite at Yucca
Mountain, includingits geologic structureand the hypotheticalmined
repository,was constructedand examined interactivelyusing three-dimensional
visualizationtechniques describedabove. Two views of the model, captured
from the computerscreen during interactivesessions,are shown in Figures I
and 2.

For this demonstration,the data file representingthe surface of the
mountain was created by digitizingcontours from topographicmaps given in the
Site CharacterizationPlan (SCP) for the Yucca Mountain site [3], and then
constructingthe surface with the ISM® software. The surfacesof the major
stratigraphicunits of the mountainwere constructedusing digitizedgeologic
cross sectionsof the mountain and major borehole locationsfrom data given in
the SCP [3] and the SCP Overview [2]. A line model of the repositorywas
producedusing data from the SCP [3], the SCP Overview [2], and the Yucca
Mountain ProjectSite Atlas [8]. The repositorymodel shows design features,
such as major shafts,drifts, and ramps, and the Ghost Dance Fault, an
importantfeatureof the geologic system. These componentswere integrated
into a single three-dimensionalimage of the mountain (FigureI).

Althoughdata were not availablefor some regionsor were collected at
differingspatialdensities in the vicinityof the Yucca Mountainsite, the
IVM® softwareinterpolatedand extrapolatedsite-characterizationinformation
over the completethree-dimensionalspace.
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Figure i. 3-D model of Yucca Mountain.
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Figure 2. 3-D model of Yucca Mountain with cutaway revealingdesign
of repositorywith shafts and ramps.







Visualization

The model of Yucca Mountain site integrates the proposed mined
repository system and geologic structures in three dimensions. This powerful
representation can be interactively examined and manipulated in real time by
rotating, zooming, or peeling away layers to reveal inner structures, and
slicing to reveal cross-section detail. Geologic units may be stripped away
to reveal intersections with proposed shafts, ramps and drifts to evaluate
adequacy of design; or the geologic features themselves may be examined in
detail (Figure 2). The depth of understanding from these analyses from both
the macroscopic, total system perspectives, or the microscopic perspective of
a single component is vastly superior to that obtained from inspection of a
static, limited, selection of maps, charts, diagrams and pictures.

Visualization also provides an excellent means to assess the adequacy
and completeness of the database. The better, and more complete the data, the
better the images and understanding of the repository system. The development
of an optimal, or at least, practically optimal database requires a
systematic, thoughtful definition and prioritization of studies to obtain the
required data values. A lack of adequate data, which can have significant
impact on a technical program, is readily detected using visualization
techn, logy.

EXAMPLE 2: TRANSPORTMODEL SIMULATIONSOF THE EVOLUTIONOF A RADIONUCLIDE- '
RELEASE PLUME

Contaminant-PlumeSimulations

The PORFLO-3®(_) flow and transport code (Version 1.0) [9,10] was used to
simulate the evolution of a hypothRtical contaminant plume of dissolved
radionuclides released from a source term into a geologic media in three
dimensions as a function of time. The PORFLO-3_code solves problems of
single-phase fluid flow, heat transfer, and mass transport in partially- or
fully-saturated geologic media using an integrated finite difference
technique. Solutions are obtained for either transient or steady-state
conditions. The geologic medium may be heterogeneous and anisotropic, and may
contain linear and planar features such as boreholes and fractures. Magnuson
et al. [ii] recently completed verification and benchmark testing of the code.
Their results indicate that PORFLO-3®simulates uncoupled processes with
reasonable accuracy, acceptable speed, and excellent stability. The code
appears operational for simulating isothermal fluid flow and contaminant
transport for both saturated and partially unsaturated conditions and for
simulating conductive heat transport in a soil system [11].

Contaminant transport simulations used for this visualization example,
are adapted from a transport modeling study by Smoot and Sagar [12], related
to waste-disposal activities at the USDOE's Hanford Site in south-central

(d) PORFLO-3Version 1.0 is copyrighted by Analytic and Computational
Research, Incorporated, subject to the Limited Government License.
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WashingtonState. The simulationswere based on a dischargeof radionuclides
into unsaturated,coarse-grainedsedimentsthat underliethe source of the
wastes. The transientconcentrationsof dissolvedradionuclidesand locations
of the contaminantplumes were calculatedin three dimensionsusing soil and
hydrologicpropertiescharacteristicfor that site. The source term in the
adapted simulationwas distributedto representleakagefrom several sources.

Image Construction

Resultsfrom the simulationsof contaminanttransportusing the
PORFLO-3®code were importedto the work station in ASCII format on a standard
magnetic tape data cartridge. The numerical informationwas taken from
sixteentime frames of the modelingresultswhich were selectedto
characterizeevolutionof the contaminantplume. The data had the general
format of x, y,z, Pl, P2, . • . Pn, where x, y and z are the spatial
coordinatesand po representsa property value. These resultswere introduced
to the IVM®modeling procedureto process into visualizationscenes. Re-
griddingthe data and assigningproperty value ranges for the depictionof
volumetricconcentrationshellswere readily accomplishedwith the menus
providedby the IVM® software. Parametersand option selections interactively
enteredby the user were stored by the softwarefor processingsubsequentsets
of data.

Visualization

The resultsof the contaminant-transportsimulationswere a set of
three-dimensionalscenes interactivelyexamined by the user in real time. The
contaminantplumes were interactivelyexamined by rotating and zooming the
scene, as well as slicingand removing concentrationlevels to reveal inner
structuraldetails. Evolutionof the plume was examined_y studyingthe
sequenceof scenesgeneratedfrom successivetime slices. A representative
image showingquarter slicingis shown in Figure 3. The colored regions
representlevels of concentrationas describedin the figure legend.

Figure 4 shows the plume at a differenttime with dots representing
locationsof model grid pointswhich can be queriedfor concentrationvalues
and documentation. The abilityto display the hydrologicdata and
radionuclideconcentrationsassociatedwith each x,y,z coordinatepoint
assisted in detailed inspectionof the plume structure. The images of the
plumes were well in agreementwith two-dimensionalslices of the independently
plottedoutput.-

The analysisof high concentrationregionsof the plume took much less
time than previouslyrequiredusing two-dimensionaltechniquesthrough
iterativecross-sectionalimagingof the plume. Previously,the locationof
high concentrationportionsof the plume had to be ascertainedto obtain an
image of a cross sectionof the plume. This tended to be a highly interactive
processthat would be unnecessaryif the completethree-dimensionaldata set
could be viewed. The data preparationstage for three-dimensional
visualization,however, tends to consumemore time than two-dimensional
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visualizationbecausea full three-dimensionaldata set must be rendered
graphicallyrather than just a plane through a three-dimensionaldata set.

Interactivethree-dimensionalvisualizationenabledus to readilylocate
and followthe high concentrationzones. First we eliminatedthe lower
concentrationshells from the first plume image in the time sequence. Then we
rotated the image for a good viewingangle, and sequencedthrough sixteen time
frames. The effectsof contaminantadvection,dispersion,dilution+, and
radioactivedecay were observed. The interactivethree-dimensionalprocess
provided a nonabstractvisualizationof the simulatedplume migration.

CONCLUSIONS

Characterizationof a candidatesite for the safe managementand storage
of nuclearwaste relies on complexscientificand technicalstudies and
designs. Massive amountsof data must be generated,organized,modeled and
integratedin order to understandthe processesoperatingthroughoutthe total
system. In the examples in this paper, a completeunderstandingof these
processescan only come from the integrationof geometricand property
relationshipsof geologic, hydrologicand geochemicaldata with surface and
subsurfaceinformationfor the engineeredrepositorysystem.

A sound, technicalunderstandingand communicationis greatly enhanced
by using three-dimensionalvisualizationinsteadof the traditionaltwo-
dimensionalslicing of three-dimensionaldata sets. Such visualizationof
scientificand engineeringinformationmay be used to i) prioritizesite
characterizationstudies, includingthe laboratorymeasurementsneeded for
geologic materialsand waste package components,and performance-assessment
modeling studies;2) evaluate alternativeapproachesfor site-
characterizationstudies and facilitydesigns; and 3) assist in the
verificationand notation of qualitylevels of data in geologic information
databases.

+ In summary,the interactivethree-dimensionalvisualizationprocess
provided an effectiveway to organize,analyze, and communicatesimulation
results. Such informationcould be used to manage a nuclear-wastetechnology
program. In the OCRWM, decisionmakers at all levels,presentedwith more
complete and readilyunderstandableinformation,will be better equipped to
find the optimal solutionfor the disposal of our nation's high level nuclear
waste.
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